
COLOR DESCRIPTIONS
NEW ENGLAND BLEND

Our flagship stone, New England Blend is a 
unique mix of Antique Granite, Connecticut 
Tan, Connecticut White Line, Newport Gray, 
and Vinland Granite. When mixed all the colors 
create a balanced mix of earth tones, dark and 
light grays, and pinks.

ANTIQUE GRANITE

Weathered and well aged, our Antique Granite is 
made up of cool grays with hints of light browns, 
and a great textured face with a salt & pepper 
speckled appearance. 

CONNECTICUT TAN

From golden browns to earth tones, with an 
occasional gray mixed in, Connecticut Tan offers 
a tanned, bronze glow to any wall. 

CONNECTICUT WHITE LINE

Connecticut White Line is one of the darker 
colorings consisting of cool and dark gray to very 
slight green color tones with wisps of white veins 
running through out.

NEWPORT GRAY

A consistent mix of light color earth tones 
primarily gray in color, with hints of mica this 
stone has a slight natural sheen in its appearance. 

VINLAND GRANITE

“Vinland” comes from the Old Norse Vikings 
meaning the area of coastal North America 
where this stone is found. This stone has subtle 
color tones of grey, purple, brown, and some 
white mica.

WEATHERED CUBE

From deep blue gray, to yellows and browns, this 
stone has a timeless weathered granite face.
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Visit our website for an extensive
list of natural stone products

PENNSYLVANIA
WEATHERED EDGE

Sourced from the miles of old farm boundary 
walls in Pennsylvania this stone has a mix of 
blues, lavenders, lilacs, browns and grays. Well 
weathered, it is not uncommon to find specks, 
of moss or lichen on this stone making it full of 
character. 

NEW ENGLAND WEATHERED FIELDSTONE 

Similar to Connecticut Tan, New England 
Weathered Fieldstone is a mix of deep browns, 
golds, greys, and rich tans.

BEACH

Multicolored mix of tans, earth tones, grays, and 
pinks, beach veneer has a smooth round face, 
perfect for that “coastal look.”

BLUE MOUNTAIN

This true classic granite with a coarse grain 
has dark blue green with tans and browns 
running throughout.

BLUESTONE ASHLAR

This is a special cut of bluestone 
designed for vertical applications to 
continue using the deep blue, purple, 
and blue-green tones.

POCONO BOULDERS ROUND

This smooth round face is a mix of light 
tan, light to darker grey, with occasional 
purple tones.

WHITE MOUNTAIN ROUND

Deeper in color than Pocono, 
White Mountain provides 
a rustic look with a semi-
smooth face.

ASHLAR LEDGESTONE MOSAICSQUARE & 
RECTANGULAR

ROUND


